F-750

Produce Quality Meter

APPLICATION NOTE

Non-destructive measurements of internal quality indicators
for seedless grapes, Vitis Vinifera

Sugar content is an important metric in
determining proper harvest time in grapes and
eating quality. The ability to quickly and accurately
measure the internal properties of a fruit helps
save time and money, especially when these
methods are non-destructive. To determine
effectiveness and viability of the F-750
Produce Quality Meter in measuring internal
sugar content, a study was carried out sampling
270 seedless grapes. A refractometer was used
to collect reference values of total soluble solids,
a representative value for ºBrix. Measured
values were correlated with the spectral data,
and results show that the F-750 Produce
Quality Meter precisely and non-destructively
measures total soluble solids, with a calculated
root mean square error of validation of 0.59
TSS. Similar results are expected for other
grape and small fruit varieties, as well as the
ability of the F-750 to measure other metrics
such as dry matter and acidity.

Materials and Methods
In April 2015, 270 red and green seedless
grapes were measured using an F-750 Produce
Quality Meter. A small fruit eyepiece was used
to maximize refraction by optimizing the side
wall angle and focusing light onto the sample.
The eyepiece helps standardize sample
presentation, and eliminate light leakage.
Next, the same grapes measured with the
F-750 were destructively measured for total
soluble solids (TSS) using a refractometer.
These reference values were compared to the

 Figure 1. F-750 fitted with small fruit eyepiece.

spectral data collected with the instrument
using the Model Builder program included
with the F-750, and analyzed for correlations
between the spectral signal and TSS using a
spectral range of 729-975 nm. Half of the
collected grape data were separated and used
for independent validation combining both
grape varieties. The resulting data were
analyzed for linearity, root mean squared error,
and cross validation error to determine the
applicability and accuracy of the created model.

Results and Discussion

Conclusions

Results show that the F-750 Produce Quality
Meter destructively precisely measures and the
noninternal properties of grapes. A strong
correlation between spectral data and collected
reference values is illustrated by a model
prediction R2 of 0.95. Figure 2 displays this
correlation and demonstrates the consistency of
measurement. A calculated root mean square
error of validation (RMSEV) of 0.59 further
illustrates the accuracy of the created model.
This RMSEV value indicates the amount of error
the model displayed for a given measurement
when the model was loaded onto the F-750 and
used to predict TSS. Both red and green grape
berries were used in this study, and no differences
in performance were detected between the two
varieties for the spectral range selected.

The F-750 performed well and predicted
accurately using both red and green seedless
grapes and the small fruit eyepiece. Other research
findings (See Further Reading and Supporting
Science section below) and a clear correlation
with TSS strongly suggests the ability to measure
other important internal fruit metrics such as
dry matter and acidity with the F-750. We expect
similar results with other varieties of grape berry
including seeded and white grapes.
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 Figure 2. Prediction error for red and green seedless grapes
using the F-750. Specimen most strongly correlated to the
calculated trend line show the greatest accuracy of prediction
(Red: Independent validation, Blue: Training set prediction).
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